9 October 2009

Ahah! The Petting Zoo fund has finally respawned! (Boy, did it betray like 5 other milk jugs or something?) By my count, it’s got 1 penny. But hey, Gromer Prime wasn’t built in a day; rejoice for the Petting Zoo will come again! Although sadly, its one penny is already hastening the bin’s defeat at the hands of gravity. Just like the Board of Justice.

In Brief:
- Alert, Alert, new challenger approaching! And his name is... Dude in the White Hat. Our counter? S C R E E N S T R E T C H.
- D’you b’lieve th’ Souwth will rise ag’n? LGBT month? Nah! This month is Southern Month. Sponsored by the Guns of the South Book Club.
- Now available! Reading Rabbit for Mechanical Engineers! Level One, how many mammoths of force are required to lift the Box of Justice using a turkey bone?
- Getting all your stuff stolen by Jeff while pretending to be blind. Robert, I think that’s a rivalry point.
- Jon has been issued multiple citations for wasting time. Jon, stop being wasteful!
- George Fact of the Week: “Can grow sideburns & facial hair”
- Well guys, you made Coach/Princess Busch proud this week. Next stop, Olympic frisbee! *tear comes to Fiebs’ eye*

WoodChuck Watch
Situation 10.9.09

Logged: 10.9.09 11:52 ET
Location: Highlands Highway
Weather: 50% SpongeCake Absorbency
Status: Pairs of WoodChucks spotted, energy swords in preponderance.

Analysis...
Oh the WoodChucks are an abused group. Their grubbing runs are marred by canadians, metalheads, and commies; their roaming time is broken up by “shrill” Microsoft fanatics... oh where shalt the Happy WoodChuck go where they can be in peace? Countdown to Hibernation. It begins.

Robert Tip of the Week

750-Line Test Case Thing: Kill it before it becomes sentient.

Quote of the Week

“I am like the most impatient person in the world.”

“Yeah... I can watch people throw up.”

Yeah so in light of the lack of pictures for frosh, they have now been designated the Terminator and Wild Pig.
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Tiger Monkeys on the Loose

I bring news from the mountains to the north! Our walls have breached, our lists have been reversed! The Cheng Dynasty has failed the monkey test case. And Little Brian has taken refuge in a nearby unsorted binary tree. But fear not, for when the Nikita is up late, and the moon is high, we can rest easy knowing that the EECS train is in full transit. But alas, a swarm of furious tiger monkeys have converged upon the remains of Ben Zhang Pass. With Bin Laden’s Famous Fish Fry canceled, the monkeys swarmed through uncontested and devoured Stephen’s TurtleCake test case. But the Gildey V Rocket case was successful, thus stemming the tide of tiger monkeys, all the while sparing Bread Cart Village. Then a wild Christosaurodon Juniortrihalosaurus appeared, attacked and killed off the rest. Another day, another 2500 monkey kills. Ungodly.

How to Drive a Mammoth

*Sponsored by the Federation of Wooly Creatures*

Thank you for your recent purchase of the new ’10 Stick Shift Mammoth. Certified to comply with WoodChuck Environmental Standards, it makes a stunning 10 miles to the hay bale. Color schemes include brown (wooly/extra wooly) and blonde (only comes in wooly). Passenger seating can accommodate up to 10. Baggage space can be supplemented by a Pack Kaushal.

How to drive your mammoth:

1. Yank on chunk of wool near neck to initiate mammoth engine startup. It may need a couple tries, or even a powered winch.

2. For maximized safety, engage automated IBK Deflector Arrays and lower the n00b plow. Pumping audio of FPS Doug into mammoth’s ears may also help.

3. Shift mammoth into first gear using special tusk clutch.

4. Raise parking anchor and brace as mammoth lurches into motion.

5. Shift into second gear for an additional 0.5% increase in max velocity.

6. Shift into third gear for a 0.2% decrease in speed, but a 20% increase in thrill factor. (Mammoth drivetrain will begin to vibrate ominously)

7. For faster speeds, shift into... [Ice Cream Truck] that, ignite solid rocket boosters and prepare for launch. Be sure to equip your mammoth with its supplied supersonic goggles.

8. As mammoth approaches Mach 1, deploy external frisbee control surfaces. Spare frisbees are stored in the Arex Containment Pod.

9. Please note that mammoths are only rated for Mach 2.5. It is strongly recommended that you refrain from dropping the parking anchor at such speeds.

10. To safely slow your supersonic mammoth, engage the mammoth wool stiffeners to puff out the wool. Extra wooly models come with five different settings.

11. As your mammoth slows to a halt, drop the parking anchor and disembark.

12. Mammoths respond well to gentle head pats. Happy mammoths are a must for this business. Please do your part to ease their stress.
Nikhil Survives Hell

Dear freshman, do you really believe your schedule is all that bad? Take a look at these stats and you'll come to know the meaning of a 17 credit semester, a 24 hour period consisting of 3 midterms and 1 project, and above all else, hell on earth. With an average of 3.4 hrs of sleep per night and a lack of shaving, Nikhil somehow survived to Friday. Go to his room for the living proof. The wise ol’ WoodChuck can vouch for him too.

Note: Unlike most things in the wooly, these statistics are our closest approximation of actual events.

Figure 1: Nikhil’s Hell Week

Table 1: Hell by Hours

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Hours</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sleep</td>
<td>24.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homework/Studying</td>
<td>81.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class/Exams</td>
<td>25.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eating</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Other includes:
Frisbee, football game, giving RA Nikhil crap, not shaving, and sleeping with eyes open

Week of 10.2.09

#26: Was in the Union eating Panda, and had styrofoam container. There were two cans, one for paper and one for trash. Threw it out into the paper receptacle and had to dive in and get it out.

#27: Tried to “kick in the face” Nikhil the RA, lost balance, and spun into the bulletin board.

#28: While handing out scantrons for a Physics exam, Larson’s hand slipped just a little bit and dumped all but one of the scantrons on the ground.

#29: Tried to get into the bathroom by inserting the card key backwards.

That concludes today’s entry into this most noble of wooly literature.
May ye cave stay warm and dry!